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Supplementary Figure 1. Gene list submission user interface. For the single-list submission, (a) users paste gene identifiers (gene symbols in this example) into the text area and (b) submit. (c) Metascape automatically recognizes the input identifier type as Gene Symbol and the default analysis species is set to human with all 121 input gene identifiers recognized. Metascape supports other gene identifier types, such as Entrez Gene ID, Ensembl ID, RefSeq, UniProt ID, etc. (d) Finally, users choose either Express Analysis or Custom Analysis to launch the CAME analysis pipeline. To submit multiple gene lists, (a) users first check the Multiple Gene List box, (b) then drag and drop the file containing input gene lists. Metascape supports multiple formats including .xls/.xlsx, .csv, or .txt (see example submission files on the web site for the exact format requirements). Here, three gene lists are read and a total of 541 human genes are recognized. Similar to the single list case, users can (c) change analysis species and (d) trigger the analysis workflow. The background gene list for enrichment analysis defaults to the whole genome. However, users can optionally provide a custom background gene list named “BACKGROUND” through the file submission interface, which supports the upload of both single and multiple gene lists. Users who choose Custom Analysis are still able to supply customized background genes at the later enrichment analysis step as well. Users who choose the Express Analysis route wait for the analysis progression bar to reach 100%, then click on an Analysis Report Page button to directly jump to the output page in Supplementary Figure 7. Supplementary Figures 2-6 are for Custom Analysis only.
Supplementary Figure 2. Identifier conversion user interface. ID conversion is automatically carried out as the only mandatory CAME analysis step without user interaction. (a) Metascape first assigns a unique random session ID identifying the specific submission. The results of this analysis session can either be accessed online using the session ID for a limited time (currently set to three days) or be downloaded as a Zip archive. The input gene identifiers are mapped onto Entrez Gene IDs, including mapping deprecated Entrez Gene IDs to newer IDs according to the NCBI database. (b) All analyses are carried out using the knowledgebase associated with the specified target analysis species. (c) If the target analysis species differs from the input species, ortholog mapping is automatically applied. The ambiguity of potentially mapping one input gene into multiple orthologs is resolved by choosing the ortholog with the largest number of PubMed publications, i.e., it is assumed the best-studied ortholog is the one likely to yield most biological context in later analyses. Duplications in the resultant gene list are removed. Multi-list analyses share the same steps (a) and (b). (c) In contrast to single-list analysis, the three input gene lists are combined into one combined gene list consisting of all unique input candidates, with the origin of each gene and its source gene list(s) preserved under the corresponding binary membership columns (Supplementary Figure 10, Supplementary Data 4). For the ease of visualization, each gene list is automatically assigned a unique color (red for Brass, blue for Karlas, and green for Konig) throughout the remainder of the session. (d) The gene-level overlap among the three lists is visualized by a Circos plot (Supplementary Figure 11A), where the same color code is used. (e) As the remaining steps of the CAME analyses are optional, the ID conversion results are immediately available through an Analysis Report button. (f) To continue with additional CAME analyses, users can activate the corresponding tabs. As Metascape is designed to support an arbitrary number of gene lists, the user interface is consistent and largely identical between the single-list and multi-list use cases.
Supplementary Figure 3. Gene annotation user interface. Since the ID conversion analysis generates one combined gene list, the gene annotation interface is identical regardless of the number of supplied gene lists. Metascape enables users to take advantage of a rich metadata set supported by over 40 underlying knowledgebases to provide comprehensive biological context for OMICs data interpretation. (a) Users choose metadata columns from a total list of 47 options covering gene description, gene function and subcellular locations, genotype/phenotype/disease associations, tissue expression, ontology annotation, and other miscellaneous categories. By default, the nine most popular terms are selected in the Express Analysis, including gene symbol and description from NCBI, biological process association from GO, kinase class from UniProt, protein function and subcellular location from Protein Atlas, chemical probes from DrugBank, and canonical pathways and hallmark gene set associations from MSigDB. However, users can overwrite the defaults. The example shown requests the gene summary from NCBI, as well as the secreted and transmembrane gene prediction results from UniProt. (b) Clicking on the Apply button signals Metascape to batch retrieve the requested metadata in seconds and (c) append them to the resultant data sheet as individual metadata columns (Supplementary Data 3). (d) In addition to the online view, the spreadsheet accumulating all analysis results so far can be downloaded using the Analysis Report Page button.
Supplementary Figure 4. Membership search user interface. The example above demonstrates how to mark known influenza-related host factors within the input gene candidates. The interface is identical regardless of the number of gene lists. (a) Users first select the ontology categories to query (Reactome and GO Biological Process in this example), (b) then enter a search term (“infection” in the example). (c) From the returned list of matched terms, three were chosen: “influenza infection” from Reactome, “viral process” and “defense response” from GO. (d) Users then click on the Apply button to identify all candidates associated with these three terms. (e) Two membership data columns are appended to the resultant sheet, containing a binary column marking all known host factors and an annotation column listing the underlying matched terms (Supplementary Data 3). (f) Membership analysis results are always binary, segregating candidate genes into two groups. A Chi-square enrichment analysis is then automatically applied to evaluate whether the list contains an unusually large number of “yes” members. Each membership analysis is therefore associated with one p-value per list and can be visualized by a nested pie chart (Supplementary Figure 9). (g) The Analysis Report Page button can be activated to allow access to all analysis results accumulated through this step.
Supplementary Figure 5. Functional enrichment and interactome analysis settings user interface. This interface is identical regardless of the number of gene lists analyzed. (a) Users specify the ontology catalogs that are relevant to the purpose of the study. By default, GO biological process, KEGG pathways, Reactome gene sets, CORUM complexes, and canonical pathways from MSigDB are selected. (b) If a custom background gene list has not yet been provided (Supplementary Figure 1), one can be supplied now using any gene identifiers supported by Metascape. The custom background list is automatically amended to include any foreground candidate genes that happen to be missing in the background pool. (c) Users can also overwrite the default analysis parameters, such as requiring enriched terms to include ≥ 3 candidates, p-value ≤ 0.01, and enrichment factor ≥ 1.5, or limiting interactome analysis to networks containing 3 to 500 candidate proteins. Although Metascape prioritizes results for terms that are commonly shared across gene lists, users can check “Pick selective GO clusters” to adopt a different prioritization algorithm to preferentially identify terms that are selective across gene lists instead. (d) The Enrichment Analysis button triggers the selected analyses and the results are first displayed online as shown in Supplementary Figure 6.
Supplementary Figure 6. Functional enrichment and interactome analysis output user interface. The interface of the single- and multi-gene-list analysis is very similar, therefore, we only describe the meta-analysis snapshot. (a) After the enrichment and interactome analysis progress bars both reach 100%, the results are rendered on the web page. (b) All enriched ontology terms are binned into non-redundant clusters and shown in a tabular format where users can expand clusters to view the underlying terms. The table lists p-values and gene counts in both foreground and background. (c) The Membership column indicates the gene lists where the corresponding cluster was found to be enriched, e.g. “viral process” is enriched for all three lists with red, blue and green color bars shown, while “protein autophosphorylation” has only a green color bar indicating that it is specific to the Konig list. (d) Links to online clustergrams allow interactive review of the associations between gene candidates and enriched terms. (e) Enrichment results are also visualized by a heatmap for the multi-list analysis (Figure 3a) or a bar graph for the single-list analysis, together with enrichment networks colored by p-values or cluster IDs (Figure 2e) or pie charts (Figure 3b). For meta-analysis, a new Circos plot is generated to depict the overlap of the multiple gene lists at the biological function level (Supplementary Figure 11B). (f) The protein networks constructed based on physical interactions among all input protein (gene) candidates, or individual protein (gene) lists are visualized, with MCODE complexes separately rendered as well as highlighted in the global network (Figure 2g-h, Supplementary Figure 12). (g) All analysis results can be viewed and downloaded through Analysis Report Page.
Supplementary Figure 7. Analysis report page user interface. (a) The Analysis Report Page is an article-style web report that summarizes the input gene lists, enrichment bar graph or heatmap, enrichment table, enrichment networks, interactome networks, together with detailed underlying materials and methods, and completed with corresponding reference information. The top of the report page contains links to other report formats, including (b) an Excel workbook, (c) a PowerPoint presentation and (d) an all-in-one Zip package. (b) The Excel file contains two data sheets. The first, a gene annotation sheet, is essentially an evidence matrix including (e) membership columns preserving the origin of each gene candidate, (f) metadata columns extracted by gene annotation analysis, (g) membership search columns flagging candidates associated with terms resulting from a keyword search, and (h) enrichment membership columns capturing the association between genes and enriched pathway clusters (Supplementary Data 3). (i) The enrichment summary sheet includes all key statistics and annotation data for the enriched pathway clusters and underlying terms (Supplementary Data 4). (c) The PowerPoint presentation contains key summary data and visualizations, as well as detailed notes explaining the underlying analysis algorithms. (d) All these files, including the web report itself, are downloadable as a Zip package for offline sharing and retention. The Zip package also contains result files in relevant third-party formats, which facilitate further data manipulation using sophisticated tools dedicated to specific analyses. For example, all networks are available as .xgmml and .cys formats supported by Cytoscape, and heatmap files are provided for JTreeView. Besides supporting popular graphic formats, such as .png, for online viewing, all visualizations have also been made available in publication-ready formats, such as .pdf and/or .svg.
**Supplementary Figure 8.** Over 40 data sources are integrated in Metascape to support its CAME analysis workflow (also see Supplementary Data 2).
Supplementary Figure 9. Pie chart visualization of the enrichment of membership search terms related to “infection” in the three influenza host factor gene lists. Genes associated with the following three matched terms were flagged: R-HAS-168254 “influenza infection” from Reactome, GO:0016032 “viral process” and GO:0006952 “defense response” from GO biological process. The inner pie represents the portion of infection-related gene candidates within the three individual gene lists; the outer ring depicts the portion of similar genes within the whole genome background. All three lists show statistically significant enrichment of known pathogen-related host factors, where the inner dark pies are larger than their corresponding outer black pies. The same visualization can also be used to present functional enrichment results54.
Supplementary Figure 10. Schematic illustration of the meta-analysis result representation strategy. The input $n$ gene lists (left) are pivoted into an evidence matrix (right), where rows correspond to unique genes and the first $n$ binary membership columns indicates whether a gene originated from a specific input list. Gene $a$ here, for instance, is associated with all three lists. Metadata extracted by gene annotation and membership search analyses are then appended as additional columns afterwards.
Supplementary Figure 11. Circos plot visualization of the overlaps among gene lists. (A) Each candidate gene is assigned to one spot on the arc of the corresponding gene list(s). Genes shared among multiple lists are linked through purple curves. (B) Blue curves link those candidate genes that have different identities but share an enriched pathway/process, i.e. they represent the functional overlaps among gene lists.
Supplementary Figure 12. Eleven MCODE complexes extracted from the interactome network formed by 541 unique proteins based on the combination of the Brass, Karlas, and König gene lists. Each node represents a protein in pie chart style, where each color encodes its origin. Complexes involved in “G2/M transition”, “viral process, formation of 40S subunits and 43S complex”, “transferrin endocytosis and recycling”, and “transport of ribonucleoproteins into the host nucleus” are shared among all three lists. The “mRNA splicing” complex is predominately shared between the Brass and Karlas lists. The remaining complexes are mostly specific to the König list. The results are consistent with the functional enrichment analysis results in Figure 3a.
Supplementary Figure 13. The overlap analysis of human interactomes based on different sources. In total, InWeb_IM\(^37\) and OmniPath\(^38\) contain about twice more physical interactions not captured by BioGrid\(^36\).
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